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As a kind of nanomachine that has great potential for applications in nanoscale sensing and manipulation,

nanovehicles with unique shapes and functions have received extensive attention in recent years.

Different from the existing common method of using synthetic chemistry to design and manufacture a

nanovehicle, here we theoretically report a molecularly assembled DNA-tracked nanovehicle that can

move on a solid-state surface using molecular dynamics simulations. A graphene membrane with four

nanopores acts as the chassis of the nanoscale vehicle, and two circular ssDNAs across the nanopores

serve as the wheels. The electroosmotic flows induced by independently charged nanopores with

different surface charge densities under external electric fields were found to be the main power to

actuate the controlled rotary motion of circular ssDNAs across every two nanopores. By tuning the rotary

speed of each circular ssDNA, the linear and turning movements of the designed nanovehicle were rea-

lized. The designed nanovehicle makes it possible to have access to almost everywhere in the human

body, which would lead to significant breakthroughs in the fields of nanoscale surgery, drug delivery and

so on. The research not only enriches the family of nanorobots, but also opens another way for designing

nanovehicles.

Introduction

Molecular motion widely exists in living organisms and under-
takes important cellular functions. Molecular transports fre-
quently occur within or between cells through various mole-
cular motors like myosin, dynein, and kinesin that can move
along actin filaments or act on microtubules.1 These molecular
machines are the products of the amazing nature, and
researchers have never stopped being curious about the
mechanisms of their biological microscopic functions, and
much effort has been devoted to exploring whether similar
micro-functions can be artificially realized. With the continu-
ous development of physical and biological science and
technology, the microscopic world has been deeply explored. It
is now possible to control material transport, energy conduc-
tion and information transmission at the molecular level.2 In
the realization of these capabilities, many nanomolecular

devices, for example motors,3,4 rotors,5 scissors,6 barrows,7 ele-
vators,8 shuttles,9 hinges,10 switches11 and other nanoscale
devices, have been gradually invented and designed to mimic
or replace the functions of some biomolecules in living organ-
isms. At the same time, as a crucial biological function,
molecular transport has aroused widespread interest, resulting
in various nanoscale mechanical designs such as
nanowalkers,12,13 nanocars,14 and nanotrucks15 to realize the
delivery of various cargos. Nanocars mentioned here are an
application of molecular motors to convert mechanical energy
for nanoscale transport.16 The structure of a nanocar is similar
to a real car; however, it is mainly composed of wheels and a
chassis.2 In 2005, the first generation nanocar,17 which con-
sisted of spherical fullerene wheels, alkyne-based free-rotating
shafts, and a molecular chassis, was successfully designed and
synthesized. Tour et al. successfully achieved its movement by
rolling it on a gold surface using a spherical fullerene-C60, and
the direction in which the nanomolecule walked was also con-
trolled by precise design. The reported results then validated
the feasibility of controlling the directionality of motion in
molecular-sized nanostructures through precise molecular
synthesis.

However, it was found that fullerenes had comparably low
solubility during the process of synthesizing nanocars, the
yield of the substitution reaction was low, and it was also
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difficult to carry out research on light as a driving energy
source.18 In order to overcome these problems encountered in
the synthesis of fullerene-wheeled nanocars, second gene-
ration nanocars, namely carborane-wheeled nanocars,19 were
designed and synthesized. Compared with fullerenes, the syn-
thesis of nanocars bearing p-carborane required fewer syn-
thesis steps. With the continuous and deep research studies
and experiments carried out by researchers, nanocars with
wheels composed of different molecules have also been
designed, such as adamantane-wheeled nanocars20 and
organometallic-wheeled nanocars.21

Unfortunately, most of the synthesized nanocars mentioned
above cannot move independently, and their motions are
mainly manipulated on a solid-state surface by scanning tun-
neling microscopy (STM) with high atomic resolution. Usually,
there is a significant electric field (E) near the STM probe so
that the nanocars can get rid of the strong surface confine-
ment22 and successful driving of the nanovehicle could
happen; however charge transfer and dynamic redistribution
will unavoidably occur on the nanovehicle wheels under the
electric force. Besides, the molecular details during the
manipulation of the nanovehicle are difficult to obtain from
STM images23 as obtaining high-quality STM images are very
challenging, especially for moving nanovehicles.20 What’s
more, using such a huge and heavy instrument of STM to
actuate nanovehicles significantly limits the practical appli-
cations of nanotransportation in vivo. Recent studies have
found that light24,25 can also stimulate the motion of nano-
cars, while the smallest size of the focusing spot was about
hundreds of nanometers according to the wavelength of
selected different color light, which can not guarantee the
high accuracy of nanoscale manipulations. Comparably, elec-
tric fields may be the easiest and most convenient way to
control the motion of nanocars on a surface.22,26

For designing new functional nanovehicles,27 all-atom
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is used by researchers as
it provides a simple, convenient, and structurally accurate way
to explore the mechanisms of actuating a nanovehicle. MD
simulations also make it possible to visualize the movement of
a nanovehicle at single atom resolution, which is very signifi-
cant in constructing and actuating a nanovehicle with a new
driving method.28 Akimov et al.29 created a molecular
dynamics model of a nanocar and actuated it on a surface by
heat, and the theoretical results successfully reproduced the
kinetic characteristics of the designed nanocars and unveiled
the mechanisms of experimentally observed thermal acti-
vation. Similarly, Nemati et al.30 used all-atom MD simulations
to study the characteristics of nanocars at different tempera-
tures and analyzed the influence of the wheel rolling mecha-
nism on the motion of nanocars.

As a simple and readily available biocompatible material, in
recent years DNA has been widely used in the field of nanoro-
bots that have great potential in applications such as drug
delivery for healthcare. Based on DNA self-assembly tech-
niques, DNA molecules have been successfully applied in the
design of nanowalkers,31 assembly lines,32 movable robotic

arms,33 and so on. When DNA molecules were tethered to a
nanoparticle, multiple-leg DNA–nanoparticle assembled
nanorobots34,35 were designed by our group, and multi-mode
manipulations including capturing, releasing, jumping, and
crawling of the nanorobots were realized. For our previously
designed nanorobots, ssDNAs acted as the legs of the nanoro-
bots as they were not annular. If circular DNAs were used, then
it might be possible to mimic the tracked wheels of a nanove-
hicle. As validated by the research performed by our group36,37

and other groups,38,39 the hydrophobic parts of biomolecules
like DNA and protein would have strong interactions with
hydrophobic surfaces like graphene and other two-dimen-
sional membranes. Also, similar to the studies performed pre-
viously by our group,34,35 the controlled electroosmotic flows
(EOFs) could be the main power to actuate the rolling of circu-
lar DNA across the nanopores.40 Thus, it actually allows the
DNA-tracked wheel stably rolling on a solid-state surface just
like already reported nanocars that used rotation of spherical
nano-molecules to achieve controllable surface movement.
According to this concept, in this paper, we theoretically
designed a DNA-tracked nanovehicle with a quad-nanopore
graphene membrane acting as the chassis and two circular
DNAs acting as the wheels across every two nanopores.
Systematic MD simulations and theoretical analysis were per-
formed in this work to validate the feasibility of using con-
trolled electroosmotic force as well as electrophoretic force for
actuating and manipulating the nanovehicle.

Results and discussion

The designed nanovehicle consists of a chassis (the quad-
nanopore graphene membrane) and two wheels (the circular
ssDNAs). Each circular ssDNA was across two nanopores whose
surface charge density (σ) could be tuned by the mimicked
electrode independently, see Fig. 1a. The negative and positive
charges were assigned to green atoms and red atoms respect-
ively to control the rolling of the circular ssDNAs. The dia-
meters of the nanopores are all 1.4 nm, this dimension not
only allows the successful moving of DNA but also produces
well controlled electroosmotic flow through the nanopores,
which was already validated in our recent works.34,35,41 Once
the nanopore was charged, obvious electroosmotic flow would
be generated. As shown in Fig. 1b, when the nanopores were
negatively (or positively) charged and an electric field along
the positive z direction was applied, EOF would move upward
(or downward). If a circular ssDNA1 was placed across the
negatively charged pore1 and positively charged pore2, the
rolling of ssDNA1 could be realized due to the cooperation of
the electroosmotic flows through these two nanopores.
Similarly, ssDNA2 could also roll according to the torque gen-
erated by the opposite EOF through pore3 and pore4. Thus by
setting a suitable external E and σ of each nanopore, the syn-
chronous and asynchronous rolling of the two circular DNAs
across the charged nanopores may induce the straight and
steering movement of the DNA-tracked nanovehicle, which will
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be discussed in detail below. Here, as already reported by our
previous work that ssDNA would translocate in the form of
base-constriction-base meshing and ratcheting across the
nanopore constriction42 which actually facilitated stepwise
translocation43,44 of ssDNA through ultra-thin nanopores like
graphene, see Fig. 1c, and this indeed makes the synchronous
and asynchronous motions of the two ssDNA-tracked wheels
more controllable.

To investigate the feasibility of rolling the circular ssDNA
across two differently charged nanopores, the system shown in
Fig. 2a was first set up, the simulation details are described in
ESI Method 1.† When the nanopores were not charged or of
the same charge and an external electric field was applied
along the z axis, no rolling movement of the circular ssDNA
was observed, see Fig. S1 of the ESI.† As already reported by
both our group45 and other groups,46 there is an access resis-
tance of solid-state nanopores, and the potential mainly drops
across the nanopore. If both nanopores were not charged,
since the two nanopores have the same dimensions and are
symmetrically arranged in the membrane, the potential drops
across the nanopores would be the same, which would induce
consistent electric forces exerted on the nucleotides residing

inside the nanopores. Thus there was almost no net force for
driving the rolling movement of the circular ssDNA. It could
be found that once the nanopores were differently charged,
the electroosmotic flows through the nanopores would break
the balances of the electric forces exerted on the nucleotides
inside the nanopores. Fig. 2a also shows two snapshots of the
circular ssDNA across the negatively charged pore1 and posi-
tively charged pore2. The obvious shifting of the marked light
blue nucleotide indicates the successful rolling manipulation
of the circular DNA due to the imbalance of the net forces
through the two differently charged nanopores. A typical
example of the circular ssDNA rolling trajectory is also shown
in ESI Movie 1.† For example, when pore1 and pore2 have a
surface charge density of −0.105 e Å−2 and 0.105 e Å−2, respect-
ively, and an electric field of 0.15 V Å−1 along the z direction is
applied to the system, the circular ssDNA starts rolling across
the two nanopores, see the y component of the center of mass
(CoM) of the marked nucleotide versus simulation time shown
in the top panel of Fig. 2b. Here, due to the imbalance
between the electroosmotic force and electrophoretic force, an
obvious conformation change was found along the z direction,
Fig. 2a, and the nucleotides above the membrane was pushed

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the simulation setup for actuating a DNA-tracked nanovehicle. (a) A typical simulation system setup. The DNA-
tracked nanovehicle is composed of two ssDNAs acting as the wheels and a quad-nanopore graphene membrane acting as the chassis. Atoms of the
graphene membrane are shown as gray spheres. The ssDNAs are shown in purple using VDW representations. Potassium and chloride ions are
shown as magenta and green spheres, respectively. The ionic solution is shown as an ice blue transparent surface. The right panel also shows the
top view of the system. The red atoms and green atoms at the nanopore boundaries in the membrane are connected to mimicked electrodes to
independently tune the nanopore surface charge densities. The red and green colors of the nanopores indicate that the nanopores are positively
and negatively charged, respectively. (b) Section views of A–A and B–B cutting planes shown in panel (a). The bluish arrows indicate the electroos-
motic flows through each nanopores. (c) One of typical conformations of the ssDNA permeating through a positively charged nanopore.
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tightly on the surface while the other nucleotides below the
membrane were pulled away from the membrane. The mean
total ionic currents (I) and the mean ionic currents induced by
potassium (K+) and chloride (Cl−) ions separately under
different electric fields through each nanopore are shown in
ESI Fig. S2,† and the corresponding ionic current traces are
also shown in ESI Fig. S3.† It is clear that ionic currents associ-
ated with coions were much smaller than that induced by
counterions, which was due to the strong electroosmotic flow
formed in the charged nanopores. In particular, for the nega-
tively charged pore1, chloride ions were found to move in the
same direction as potassium ions because of the high selecti-
vity of potassium ions. Slight current variations are also
observed in ESI Fig. S3,† which were caused by the confor-
mation as well as orientation changes of the nucleotides
inside the nanopores, which have already been discussed in
detail in our previous works.42,47 The top panel of Fig. 2b
shows three cycles of rolling movement when continuing the
simulation for up to 48 ns, and the circular ssDNA took ∼12 ns
to finish a complete cycle of rolling movement. Here, halting
of the circular ssDNA during the rolling process was also
found, see the plateau of the traces of displacement in the y
direction shown in Fig. 2b. Some haltings would last even
longer than 6 ns, and this was actually due to the strong
binding of the nucleotides to the membrane surface38,39

during the stepwise translocation of ssDNA through the nano-

pore. When the electric field was increased to 0.18 V Å−1,
faster rolling of the circular ssDNA was observed, see the
bottom panel of Fig. 2b, and the halting time was also signifi-
cantly decreased. Fig. 2c shows the relationship between the
external E and the mean sliding velocity (vy) of the circular
ssDNA along the y direction on the membrane surface, it was
found that vy increased with E, and this was indeed attributed
to the strong imbalance of the net forces exerted on the
nucleotides inside the nanopores, which was influenced by the
corresponding electroosmotic flows through the two differently
charged nanopores. Here, it is worth recalling that the rolling
velocity of the circular ssDNA was not a constant, see the plots
of the y component of the instantaneous velocity of the
marked nucleotide versus time under different E values shown
in ESI Fig. S4.† This was due to the common Brownian
dynamics48,49 and the stepwise rolling of the circular ssDNA
that was induced by the strong binding of DNA to the gra-
phene membrane.38,39 It was also found that, for the ampli-
tude of surface charge density of 0.105 e Å−2, E should be
larger than 0.14 V Å−1, and then it was possible to generate
EOF with sufficient strength so as to actuate the rolling of the
circular ssDNA (ESI, S4 and S5†). Besides the electric field, the
effect of the absolute surface charge density of nanopores on
the rolling manipulation of circular ssDNA was also investi-
gated, Fig. 2d and e. Here, it should be noted that the surface
charge density was calculated using the total charge Q

Fig. 2 MD simulations of a circular ssDNA rolling across two independently charged nanopores. (a) Schematic illustration of the simulation system
setup. The red color and green color of the nanopores indicate that the nanopore is positively and negatively charged, respectively. The blue arrow
indicates the rolling direction of the circular ssDNA. Two typical conformations of the circular DNA were also shown below to indicate the two posi-
tions where the marked light blue nucleotide is located. (b) The y component of CoM of the marked nucleotide versus simulation time. The displace-
ment traces were shown for the electric fields of 0.15 V Å−1 and 0.18 V Å−1 as two examples. The two nanopores have the same amplitude of the
surface charge density (0.105 e Å−2) but different signs. (c) The effect of external E on the mean sliding velocity of the circular ssDNA along the
membrane surface. The velocities (along y direction) of nucleotides within 8 Å of the center of the graphene membrane were calculated and aver-
aged using the entire trajectories. (d) The same as panel (b) but for absolute surface charge densities of 0.035 e Å−2 and 0.105 e Å−2, respectively.
The electric field was 0.16 V Å−1. (e) The same as panel (c) but for the effect of σ on the mean sliding velocity of the circular ssDNA along the mem-
brane surface.
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(obtained by 35 atoms that are homogeneously charged at the
nanopore boundary) divided by the nanopore surface area S.
The estimated voltage of a battery needed to charge the pore
atoms was calculated using the two formulas: V = Q/C = σS/C
and C = 2Lπεε0/ln(R/Rpore), where C, L, ε and ε0 are the capaci-
tance, length, and relative and absolute dielectric constants,
respectively; R and Rpore are the outer and inner diameters of
the effective charged cylinder.50 Here, under an applied elec-
tric field of ∼0.16 V Å−1, increasing the amplitude of σ from
0.035 e Å−2 (corresponding to a bias of ∼0.4 V applied to the
electrode using a previously reported theory50) to 0.105 e Å−2

would make the rolling of circular ssDNA faster across the two
nanopores, Fig. 2d and ESI Movie 2.† This was due to the
stronger electroosmotic flows moving oppositely through the
two differently charged nanopores, which formed a higher
torque exerted on the circular ssDNA. However, further
increasing the amplitude of surface charge density would not
accelerate the rolling movement of circular ssDNA, Fig. 2e, and
interestingly vy of the circular ssDNA was found to decrease
with σ when the surface charge density was larger than 0.105 e
Å−2, and this was reasonable and understandable as the high
positive charge of pore2 would attract the negatively charged
DNA tightly, and the strong binding would play the major role
affecting the rolling of circular ssDNA and deaccelerate the
movement. Details of the current traces and water fluxes are

shown in ESI Fig. S6 and S7.† More displacements under
different simulation conditions are shown in ESI Fig. S8–S10.†

In the above simulations of a circular ssDNA rolling across
two independently charged nanopores, the obvious current
difference induced by different ion species and water fluxes
through the charged nanopores was observed, and the asym-
metric ion and water fluxes through the two differently
charged nanopores caused actuation of the circular ssDNA by
electroosmotic flow driving. To further investigate the rolling
mechanism of the circular ssDNA, the simulation system
shown in Fig. 3a was set up, the transport dynamics of
different species including K+ and Cl− and water molecules
through the differently charged nanopores were studied, and
the simulation details are described in the ESI Method 2.† Due
to the positive charges of pore2, the potential around the
nanopore was higher than that around the negatively charged
pore2. When an external bias was applied along the z axis,
though the potential redistributed it was still found to mainly
drop across the two nanopores regardless of their charged
state, Fig. 3b, which was consistent with the results from pre-
vious studies conducted by our group51 and other groups.43

The higher and lower potentials around the positively and
negatively charged nanopores led to selective ion transport
through them, which was proved by the obvious distinct ionic
currents induced by K+ and Cl− separately through the two

Fig. 3 MD simulations of selective ion transport through the two differently charged nanopores. (a) The simulation system setup viewed from the
side (up) and top (down). The colored nanopores indicate that they are positively (red) or negatively (green) charged, and the amplitude of the nano-
pore surface charge density is set to 0.105 e Å−2. (b) The two-dimensional potential distributions on the y–z plane (up) and x–y plane (down) under
an E value of 0.02 V Å−1. (c) The traces versus time for ionic currents that are induced by different ions (K+ – up panel, Cl− – middle panel) and the
trace versus time for the number of water molecules (down) through each charged nanopore. The negative value of the number of water molecules
indicate that they move in the negative z direction. All the data were block averaged in 0.096 ns blocks. (d) Steady-state local densities of ionic
current and water fluxes (streamlines) on the y–z cross section of the double-nanopore system. Flux maps of the ionic currents for K+ and Cl− are
shown in the left and middle panels, respectively. The water flux map is shown in the right panel. The arrow indicates the direction of the local flux,
and the color indicates the flux’s magnitude. The maps were computed from a 24 ns-long MD trajectory sampled with a frequency of 4.8 ps.
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nanopores, Fig. 3c. The total currents through the two nano-
pores are shown in ESI Fig. S11.† For both nanopores, the
charged nanopore would attract counterions and repel coions;
thus the ionic currents induced by the counterions were much
larger than that induced by coions. For example, more potass-
ium ions translocated through the negatively charged pore1,
and very less chloride ions could pass through it. Opposite
results were found for the positively charged pore2. Due to the
high selectivity of ion transport through the charged nanopore,
uncharged water molecules were also found to permeate
through the nanopore which formed the strong electroosmotic
flow, and the moving direction of water molecules was oppo-
site in the two differently charged nanopores, Fig. 3c. The elec-
troosmotic flow was also found when lowering E to 0.02 V Å−1,
ESI Fig. S12,† indicating the intrinsic property of the ion
selectivity of a charged nanopore. Fig. 3d clearly shows the
steady-state local densities of ionic current and water fluxes on
the y–z cross-section of the double-nanopore system, and
obvious ion and water fluxes were all found around the nano-
pores due to the local ion concentration redistributions shown
in ESI Fig. S13.† In particular, the opposite water flux through
the two differently charged nanopores would form a torque
exerted on the circular ssDNA when it was across the two nano-
pores due to the two coupled opposite electroosmotic forces.
Thus the mechanism of actuating the rolling movement of the
circular ssDNA across the two differently charged nanopores
was unveiled here.

In the above simulations, circular ssDNA was successfully
manipulated to roll across the two charged nanopores due to
the well controlled electroosmotic flows through the nano-
pores. Based on this interesting finding, if circular ssDNAs
serve as tracked wheels and the graphene membrane acts as
the chassis, a proof of concept design of DNA-tracked nanove-
hicles was proposed, which is already shown in Fig. 1, and
the simulation details are described in ESI Method 3.† Here,
two DNA-tracked wheels were selected, it is because this
setting not only made the designed nanovehicle closer to the
appearance of a real vehicle but also supported the chassis
stably to avoid rollover of it compared to one DNA-tracked
wheel. The DNA-tracked nanovehicle would move straightly
when the two DNA-tracked wheels roll synchronously; in con-
trast, the asynchronous rolling manipulations of the two cir-
cular ssDNAs will induce turning movement of the nanovehi-
cle. As shown in Fig. 4a, similar to the results found in
Fig. 3b, obvious potential redistributions were found around
the four independently charged nanopores, which would
induce the selective ion transport through those nanopores
and affect the rolling velocities of the circular ssDNAs.
According to the setup of the designed nanovehicle shown in
Fig. 1a, after assigning the same amplitude (0.105 e Å−2) of σ
to the four nanopores, making pore1/pore3 and pore2/pore4
negatively and positively charged, respectively, the two circu-
lar ssDNAs were observed to roll synchronously due to the
same conditions applied to each nanopore pair (pore1–pore2,
pore3–pore4), see the two marked light blue nucleotides
shown in Fig. 4b, a typical example of the synchronous

rolling trajectory for the two circular ssDNAs is shown in ESI
Movie 3.† The actuation of the circular ssDNAs was further
validated to be induced by the ion selectivity of the indepen-
dently charged nanopores. Fig. 4c shows the mean total ionic
currents and ionic currents caused by Cl− and K+ separately
through each charged nanopore shown in Fig. 4b. The traces
versus time for ionic currents that are induced by different
ions and the trace versus time for the number of water mole-
cules through each charged nanopore are shown in ESI
Fig. S14.† By decreasing the amplitude of σ of pore1 and
pore2 from 0.105 e Å−2 to 0.07 e Å−2, the asynchronous
rolling movements of the two ssDNAs were found, Fig. 4d and
ESI Movie 4.† Slower rolling of ssDNA1 was found compared
to ssDNA2 as the pore1–pore2 nanopore pair has a low σ com-
pared to the pore3–pore4 nanopore pair. Similar to Fig. 4c,
Fig. 4e also shows the mean total ionic currents and ionic
currents caused by Cl− and K+ separately through each
charged nanopore shown in Fig. 4d. The y components of dis-
placements of the marked nucleotides in ssDNA1 and
ssDNA2 versus simulation time for the synchronous rolling
manipulations of circular ssDNAs are shown in Fig. 4f. The
same number of rolling cycles of each circular ssDNA was
found for the two nanopore pairs due to the similar rolling
velocity of each circular ssDNA shown in Fig. 4g. While for
the asynchronous rolling manipulations of circular ssDNAs,
the y components of displacements of the marked nucleo-
tides in ssDNA1 and ssDNA2 versus simulation time are
shown in Fig. 4h. Quite a different number of rolling cycles of
each circular ssDNA was found for the two nanopore pairs
due to the different rolling velocities of each circular ssDNA
as shown in Fig. 4i. To further test the generality of the inter-
esting results shown in Fig. 4, additional independent MD
simulations with different E and σ values were performed, ESI
Fig. S15–S18†. These results again validated the feasibility of
synchronous and asynchronous rolling manipulations of the
two circular ssDNAs. It will induce the straight and turning
movements of DNA-tracked nanovehicles travelling on a
solid-state membrane surface, see the detailed discussion
below.

As discussed clearly above, by tuning well the surface
charge density of each nanopore, synchronous and asynchro-
nous rolling manipulations of the two circular ssDNAs were
realized. To further confirm that the synchronous and asyn-
chronous rolling manipulations of the two circular ssDNAs
will induce straight and turning movements of the DNA-
tracked nanovehicle, a graphene substrate was put under the
designed nanovehicle to mimic the road, Fig. 5, and the
simulation details are provided in ESI Method 4.† The gra-
phene road was chosen because of the strong binding38,43

between it and the DNA molecule; thus the friction between
them can facilitate the travelling of the nanovehicle on the
graphene membrane. Here, torques of T1 and T2 were inde-
pendently exerted on the ssDNA1 and ssDNA2, respectively,
and Fa (perpendicular to the graphene road) is also applied
to the nucleotides that are in touch with the membrane
surface to avoid detaching of the wheels from the road, see
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Fig. 5a and the methods described in the Experimental
section. Just as expected, when T1 was the same as T2, the
DNA-tracked nanovehicle moved forward, and when the direc-
tions of the torques were reversed, the nanovehicle was
observed to move backward, see the projections of CoM of
the nanovehicle on the x–y plane shown in Fig. 5b. Fig. 5c
shows the y components of displacements of the DNA-tracked
nanovehicle versus simulation time during its forward and
backward movements. The uneven speed of the nanovehicle
was also observed, which was actually due to the stepwise
translocations of the ssDNAs and the strong binding of
nucleotides to the membrane which have already been dis-
cussed in detail above. ESI Fig. S19† shows a sequence of
microscopic configurations of the DNA-tracked nanovehicle
moving forward and backward. When torque T1 was smaller
than T2, circular ssDNA2 rolled faster than ssDNA1, and the
nanovehicle was observed to turn left during its travel. To
describe the turning degree of the nanovehicle, angle θ was
defined, it reflected the rotation angle measured counter-

clockwise from the positive x-axis in the x–y plane, Fig. 5d.
The projections of CoM of the nanovehicle on the x–y plane
in Fig. 5e clearly show the entire arcuate travelling traces,
indicating successful direction turning of the designed nano-
vehicle, which was also proved by the rotation angle θ versus
time shown in Fig. 5f. ESI Fig. S19† also shows a sequence of
microscopic configurations of the DNA-tracked nanovehicle
turning left and right. Here, it should be noted that the tra-
jectories of the travelling nanovehicle were not that smooth,
Fig. 5b, c and e, f, and sometimes the nanovehicle would
pause for a while, and when it restarted moving the wheel
skidding was also observed. This was actually due to the
binding as well as friction between the DNA strands and the
graphene membrane surface which have been discussed in
detail above. Anyway, according to the analysis here, the recti-
linear and steering movements of the DNA-tracked nanovehi-
cle were proved to be feasible by the synchronous and asyn-
chronous rolling manipulations of the two DNA-tracked
wheels during its travel.

Fig. 4 MD simulations of synchronous and asynchronous rolling of the two circular DNAs across the charged nanopores. (a) The two-dimensional
potential distributions on the y–z plane (up) and x–y plane (down) under an E value of 0.02 V Å−1. (b) Two typical conformations of the DNA-tracked
nanovehicle for synchronous rolling of the two circular DNAs across the charged nanopores. Green and red colors indicate the negative and positive
surface charge densities, respectively. The σ values are shown above each nanopore. E is 0.14 V Å−1. The graphene membrane is set transparent to
clearly show the whole DNA-tracked wheels. The two marked light blue nucleotides move synchronously with time. (c) The mean total ionic cur-
rents and ionic currents caused by Cl− and K+ separately through each charged nanopore shown in panel (b). The error bars represent the standard
errors. (d) The same as panel (b) but for asynchronous rolling of the two circular DNAs across the charged nanopores. (e) The same as panel (c) but
for the nanopores shown in panel (d). (f ) The y components of displacements of the marked nucleotides in ssDNA1 and ssDNA2 versus simulation
time for the synchronous rolling manipulations of circular ssDNAs shown in panel (b). (g) The real-time sliding velocities of the circular ssDNAs
along the y direction on the membrane surface for the synchronous rolling manipulations of circular ssDNAs shown in panel (b). (h) The same as
panel (f ) but for the asynchronous rolling manipulations of circular ssDNAs shown in panel (d). (i) The same as panel (g) but for the asynchronous
rolling manipulations of circular ssDNAs shown in panel (d).
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Conclusions

In this paper, we theoretically designed a DNA-tracked nanove-
hicle that is composed of a quad-nanopore graphene chassis
and two circular ssDNA wheels. By strategically tuning the
surface charge densities of the nanopores and the applied elec-
tric fields, controllable electroosmotic flows were generated
independently through each charged nanopore due to the
rearrangements of the potential as well as ion concentration
around the nanopores that induced selective ion transports
through them. The competition and/or combination of the
electroosmotic force and electrophoretic force would cause
force coupling exerted on the circular ssDNA wheel, and the
torque formed by the coupled forces then induced the rolling
movement of the circular ssDNA across a nanopore pair. By
independently tuning the surface charge densities of the two
nanopore pairs in the quad-nanopore graphene chassis, syn-
chronous and asynchronous rolling manipulations of the two
DNA-tracked wheels were realized, which led to the rectilinear
and steering movements of the DNA-tracked nanovehicle
during its travel. By simply tuning the magnitudes of the elec-
tric fields as well as surface charge densities of the nanopores,
the rolling speeds of the DNA-tracked wheels could be inde-
pendently controlled, and therefore the designed nanovehicle
could be driven in desired directions and speeds as expected,

which has advantages in wide applications like long-distance
transportation. In a typical task, the DNA-tracked nanovehicle
can be quickly delivered to target sites for accurate drug deliv-
ery. It should be noted that the transport of ssDNA through a
graphene nanopore is still challenging and so far most experi-
mental groups failed to do so.52 Thus, in real experiments,
silicon based materials were suggested to use to validate the
feasibility of the designed device and get some very prelimi-
nary results. With the fast development of nanofabrication
technology, the nanopore arrays could be fabricated,53 and
nanoelectrodes could also be embedded in the solid-state
membrane.54 Also, the synthesis of a circular DNA is also feas-
ible based on the developed biotechnology.55 However, the
assembly of the quad-nanopore membrane chassis, indepen-
dent nanoelectrodes and circular DNAs was quite challenging,
which is the future experimental work we will focus on. It
should also be noted that the fabrication and assembly of the
designed nanovehicle is really challenging based on existing
science and technology, let alone its application in recent
years. However, if the global researchers could work together
and solve the technical issues in the manufacturing and
manipulation of nanovehicles, we believe the proof-of-concept
design of the DNA-tracked nanovehicle would lead to signifi-
cant breakthroughs in the fields of nanoscale surgery, drug
delivery and so on.

Fig. 5 MD simulations of the DNA-tracked nanovehicle traveling on the surface of the graphene membrane. (a) The system setup viewed from the
side (left) and the top (right). Atoms of the graphene chassis are shown as yellow spheres. The red-and-white circular ssDNAs are put across every
two nanopores. Fa is used to keep the ssDNA in touch with the membrane surface, while T1 and T2 are torques exerted on the two ssDNAs indepen-
dently to actuate their rolling movements, see methods described in the Experimental section. (b) Projection of CoM of the DNA-tracked nanovehi-
cle during its forward and backward movements. (c) The y components of displacements of the DNA-tracked nanovehicle versus simulation time
during its forward and backward movements. (d) Schematic illustration of the DNA-tracked nanovehicle with a turning angle of θ. θ is defined as the
rotation angle measured counterclockwise from the positive x-axis in the x–y plane. (e) The same as panel (b) but for the processes of the DNA-
tracked nanovehicle turning left and right. (f ) Turning angle of the DNA-tracked nanovehicle versus simulation time during the processes of the
DNA-tracked nanovehicle turning left and right.
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Experimental section

In this paper, all simulations with a time step of 2 fs were per-
formed using the program NAMD2;56 periodic boundary con-
ditions along the x, y and z axes were applied. The DNA-
tracked nanovehicle is composed of a graphene membrane
with four charged nanopores and two single-stranded DNA
(dA22) molecules. The ssDNA, graphene membrane, TIP3P
water, and ions were described by the CHARMM36 57 force
field with CUFIX58 corrections. The ion concentrations for the
simulation systems were all 2 M, and some potassium ions or
chloride ions were added or removed so as to neutralize the
system. VMD59 and Tcl scripts were used to view and analyze
the trajectories of all the simulated systems. For details of the
MD simulations see ESI 1–4.†
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